
How to Begin Talking After a Shared Activity
This format “spirals” a conversation down to a deeper level and explores 
what a shared event might have to say to us as individuals and as a 
community. It begins with questions that everybody can answer. Make 
sure that everyone gets at least one response in at the objective level; 
this makes it easier for them to participate at the “harder” question levels. 
All of the questions listed are suggestions— once you get the idea of the 
kind of question that fits in each category you can make up your own. 

1. Objective
(What do you remember?)
• The sounds, music, 

smells, characters, 
scenes, relationships, 
feelings ...

2. Reflective
(What happened?)
• Surprises, tears, laughter, feelings, 

frustrations, anger, joy...Why? 
When?

3. Interpretive
(What was this movie all about?)
• What was this all about, 

or trying to say? What 
is the bigger story, the 
questions raised, the social/ 
political/ psychological/faith 
statements?

• Have you ever experienced 
anything like this before in 
your life? When? How did you 
react? What might you do 
differently today?

4. Decisional
(What relevance does this movie have to 
my life?)
• What might be done in response to 

change your life, your family, your 
neighborhood, your faith community 
to create Compassionate San 
Antonio?
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Happy (75 minutes, 2001)
Happy takes viewers on a journey from the swamps of 
Louisiana to the slums of Kolkata in search of what really 
makes people happy. Combining real-life stories and 
scientific interviews, the film explores the secrets behind 
our most valued emotion.

I Am (77 minutes, 2011)
In this contemplative documentary, filmmaker Tom 
Shadyac conducts in-depth interviews with prominent 
philosophers and spiritual leaders -- including Archbishop 
Desmond Tutu -- about what ails the world and how to 
improve it.

More than a million people have watched Karen Armstrong’s TED 
Talk about the Charter for Compassion to restore the Golden Rule as 
the central global religious doctrine. Why not gather people in your 
neighborhood to watch? It’s only 22 minitues long and is online at http://

www.ted.com/talks/karen_armstrong_makes_her_ted_prize_wish_the_charter_for_

compassion#t-1358.

Some neighbors may want to delve deeper, so consider a 
Compassionate Life book study, using Karen Armstrong’s book 
“Twelve Steps to A Compassionate Life” (copies are available 

through the library in paper, e-book, 
audio download and CD formats.) 
There’s a reading group  guide online at 
http://charterforcompassion.org/images/
upload/RG_Guide1.pdf

LEARN ABOUT COMPASSION

You might find it easier to get people together for a movie. Here are two 
that Compassionate San Antonio has found useful and entertaining (both 
are available on NetFlix.) 
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The next time when you see geese 
heading north...flying along in “V” 
formation... you might consider why 
the fly that way.  As each bird flaps 
its wings, it creates an uplift for the 
bird immediately following.  Flying 
“V” formation with the whole flock 
adds at least 71% greater flying dis-

tance, than if each bird flew on its own!  When a goose falls out of formation, it 
suddenly feels the drag of trying to go alone and quickly gets back into formation, 
so as to take advantage of the lifting power of all the birds in front.  

When the head goose gets tired it rotates back in the formation and another goose 
flies at the front.  The other geese honk from behind to encourage those up front 
to keep up their speed.  Finally—and this is important—when a goose gets sick or 
is wounded and falls out of formation, two other geese fall out with that goose and 
follow it down to lend help and protection.  They stay with the fallen goose until 
it is able to fly or until it dies.  Only then do they launch out on their own, or join 
another formation to catch up with their own flock.  

COOPERATIONSTORIES THAT
DEMONSTRATE

COOPERATIVE STRING ART
You need a Bell.  Each group needs a rope tied in a circle.  The rope/circle should 
be large enough for all the team members to hold onto it with both hands. 
Ask them to form a circle.  Give them some TIME.  Ring the Bell when the time is 
up.  Next, ask them to form a square.   TIME/Bell.  A rectangle.  TIME/Bell.  A kite.  
TIME/Bell.    A butterfly.  TIME/Bell.  A flower.  TIME/Bell.  A tall building.   TIME/Bell.  
The state of Texas.  TIME/Bell.

OUR HOUSE
Each team needs a pile of newspapers and a roll of masking tape.  Give them 
about 3 minutes of planning time.  They are to make a shelter large enough to pro-
tect the whole team.  Rules:  Every member must have a part in building the house.  
Everyone must fit inside..

COOPERATION
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Often, a neighborhood project requires cooperation and teamwork. It can help 
to set the mood by starting your discussion with a story or an exercise that gets 
people thinking about how we can achieve more together than apart.

“Coming together is a beginning. 
Keeping together is progress. 
Working together is success.”  

Henry Ford



ICEBREAKERS
Icebreakers are little games (they should take 10-15 minutes) that help neighbors 
interact, get to know each other a little better, and can help integrate new people 
into the group. If you have a large crowd, it will save time if you break down into 
smaller groups of 10-15 people. 

We are all connected
Get a hank of yarn and roll it into a ball. 
Have everyone stand (or sit) in a circle. 
The first person holds onto one end of 
the yarn and tells the group something 
about his or herself (“I’m Mary and I live 

in the house with the green roof on Apple Street.”) Mary then gently tosses the ball 
of yarn across the circle and someone catches it. They then tell the group some-
thing about themself (“I’m Jim and we’ve lived in the neighborhood for 15 years.”) 
Jim holds onto the yarn and tosses the ball to someone else. Keep doing this until 
everyone has a chance to talk. Then, go around in the opposite direction, sharing 
another fact, but this time rolling the yarn back into a neat ball.

Yarn stories
Still have that ball of yarn? Cut it into pieces, ranging in length from about 12 inches 
to about 30 inches. Put the yarn pieces into a bag or basket, pass it around, and 
have eveyone take a strand. Go around the circle. Everyone gets to tell you about 
his or herself in the amount of time it takes to wrap the yarn around his or her 
index finger.

Line up!
Have everyone line up in response to a series of 
questions.  Here are some ideas:
(1) Line up by the date you moved into your house or 
apartment, oldest to newest resident.
(2) Line up by where you were born: furthest away 
from this neighborhood to closest to this neighbor-
hood.
(3) Line up by the color of your shirt -- make a rain-
bow (red, orange, yellow, green blue, indigo, violet, black, white.) 
(4) Line up alphabetically by your first name.
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House of a Thousand Mirrors
Long ago in a small, far away village, there was 
place known as the House of 1,000 Mirrors. A 
small, happy little dog learned of this place and 
decided to visit.

When he arrived, he bounced happily up the stairs 
to the doorway of the house. He looked through 
the doorway with his ears lifted high and his tail 
wagging as fast as it could. To his great surprise, 
he found himself staring at 1,000 other happy little 

dogs with their tails wagging just as fast as his. He smiled a great smile, and was 
answered with 1,000 great smiles just as warm and friendly. As he left the House, 
he thought to himself, “This is a wonderful place. I will come back and visit it often.”

In this same village, another little dog, who was not quite as happy as the first one, 
decided to visit the house. He slowly climbed the stairs and hung his head low as he 
looked into the door. When he saw the 1,000 unfriendly looking dogs staring back 
at him, he growled at them and was horrified to see 1,000 little dogs growling back 
at him. As he left, he thought to himself, “That is a horrible place, and I will never go 
back there again.”
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Two tools to help you through tough situations in your neighborhood



Bahá’í
“And if thine eyes be turned towards 
justice, choose thou for thy neighbour 
that which thou choosest for thyself.” 
Epistle to the Son of  the Wolf

Buddhism
“Hurt not others in ways that you  
yourself would find hurtful.” 
Udana-Varga 5:18

Christianity
:“And as ye would that men should  do 
to you, do ye also to them likewise.”  
Luke 6:31

Confucianism
“Do not do to others what you do not 
want them to do to you.”  Analects 15:23

Ancient Egyptian
“Do for one who may do for you, that 
you may cause him thus to do.” 
Tale of the Eloquent Peasant, 109 – 110 

Hinduism
“This is the sum of duty: do not do to 
others what would cause pain if done 
to you.”  Mahabharata 5:1517

Islam
“None of you [truly] believes until he 
wishes for his brother what he wish-
es for himself.”  Number 13 of Imam 
“Al-Nawawi’s Forty Hadiths.

Jainism
“In happiness and suffering, in joy and 
grief, we should regard all creatures as 
we regard our own self.”  
Lord Mahavira, 24th Tirthankara

Judaism
“...thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy-
self.”, Leviticus 19:18 
“What is hateful to you, do not to your 
fellow man. This is the law: all the rest is 
commentary.”   Talmud, Shabbat 31a 

Native American Spirituality
“Do not wrong or hate your neighbor. 
For it is not he who you wrong, but 
yourself.”   Pima proverb

Sikhism
“Don’t create enmity with anyone as  
God is within everyone.” 
Guru Arjan Devji 259

Taoism
“Regard your neighbor’s gain as your 
own gain, and your neighbor’s loss as 
your own loss.” 
T’ai Shang Kan Ying P’ien.

Yoruba
“One going to take a pointed stick to 
pinch a baby bird should first try it on 
himself to feel how it hurts.” 
Nigerian proverb

THE GOLDEN RULE
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         CREATING COMPASSIONATE
 Multi Faith and Multi Cultural

NEIGHBORHOODS  
     

How do we bring compassionate action to the center of our religious, moral and 
spiritual lives while building relationships with people who are different?
    
How do we equip ourselves with skills to navigate in a religiously and culturally 
diverse world?

• Make a deliberate attempt to meet someone 
from a different race, culture or faith. 

• Strike up a conversation with a question. Most 
everyone is happy and eager to share what they 
believe.

• Plan to visit a place of worship you might be 
curious about as you pass by it every day.

• Walk through that Door, and stop by the 
Information Desk: stay open to whatever comes 

from that initial contact conversation.

• Following the pointers from the ‘Living Room Dialogue’ and ‘Compassionate 
Conversations sheets, learn about the basics of other faiths. 

• Intend to visit at culturally diverse and significant celebrations.

• Ask good questions and share meaningful statements.

• Find or plan a action service project together with people of another faith or 
culture.

• Join the Facebook Page ‘San Antonio Interfaith Data Exchange’ and see the rich 
opportunity for  religious & cultural diversity learning.

www.sacompassionnet.org saCOMPASSION.net



WORDS TO LIVE BY
COMPASSIONATE
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Find the hidden words in the spiral



Blocks to Active Listening
DAY DREAMING
Daydreaming is allowing your atten-
tion to wander to other events or 
people. It is a time when you stop lis-
tening and drift away into your own 
fantasies. In what situations do you 
find yourself daydreaming?

REHEARSING
Rehearsing is when you are busy 
thinking about what you are going 
to say next, so that you never com-
pletely hear what the other person is 
telling you. In what situations do you 
find yourself rehearsing?

FILTERING
Filtering is when you listen to certain 
parts of the conversation, but not all. 
In what situations do you find yourself 
filtering conversations?

JUDGING
Judging is when you have stopped 
listening to the other person because 
you have already judged, placed labels, 
made assumptions about, or stereo-
typed the other person. In what situa-
tions do you find yourself judging?

DISTRACTIONS
Distraction occurs when your atten-
tion is divided by something internal 
to you (headaches, worry, hunger) or 
external to you (traffic, whispering, 
others talking). In what situations do 
you find yourself distracted?

Skills for Active Listening
PARAPHRASING
In paraphrasing, you restate, in your own 
words, what you think the other
person just said. You can use such phras-
es as “In other words…” or “What I am 
hearing you say is….”

REFLECTION OF FEELINGS
In reflection of feelings, you restate what 
the person has said to you much like 
paraphrasing. However, in this skill you 
restate what you think the speaker is 
feeling.

CLARIFICATION
In clarification, you tell the other per-
son what you thought you heard, learn 
whether you were right or wrong, and 
then ask questions to clarify.

BODY LANGUAGE
Showing active listening through your 
body language conveys the message 
that you are interested and listening, en-
couraging the speaker to tell you more. 
Some suggestions for effective body 
language include the following:

• Maintain eye contact
• Move closer to the person, but do not 
cross over any personal boundaries
• Nod from time-to-time
• Say things like “yes” or “uh huh”
• Keep your posture open to the person 
by keeping your arms unfolded and un-
crossed
• Keep distractions to a minimum
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I-MESSAGES
I-messages are a way to be assertive without putting the listener on the defensive. 
They also take ownership for one’s feelings rather than implying that they are caused 
by another person. An example of this would be to say: “I really am getting backed 
up on my work since I don’t have the financial report yet,” rather than: “you didn’t 
finish the financial report on time!” (The latter is an example of a “you statement”).

I-messages usually contain four elements:
(1) How I feel about the behavior and its effects
(2) A description of the behavior, what actually happened
(3) The actual, concrete, tangible effects of that behavior on you
(4) The behavior you would prefer

Another way they can be expressed is like this:
I feel _________________ (express your feeling)
when ___________ (describe the action that affects you or relates to the feeling)
because ________ (explain how the action affects you or relates to the feeling)
I would like __________________ (propose an action)

Another example:
I find it irritating (how you feel)
when our plans change at the last minute (description of offending behavior)
because it’s usually too late to make other plans (concrete effect on you)
and I really would like to be warned in advance when our plans are not going
to work out. (the behavior you would prefer.)

for effective 
commucation
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GOLDEN RULES OF A LIVING ROOM CONVERSATION
Be Curious and Open to Learning
Listen to and be open to hearing all points of view. Maintain an attitude of exploration 
and learning. Conversation is as much about listening as it is about talking.

Show Respect and Suspend Judgment
Human beings tend to judge one another; do your best not to. Setting judgments 
aside will better enable you to learn from others and help them feel respected and 
appreciated.

Look for Common Ground
In this conversation, we look for what we agree on and simply appreciate that we 
will disagree on some beliefs and opinions.

Be Authentic and Welcome that from Others
Share what’s important to you. Speak authentically from your personal and heartfelt 
experience. Be considerate to others who are doing the same.

Be Purposeful and to the Point
Notice if what you are conveying is or is not “on purpose” to the question at hand. 
Notice if you are making the same point more than once.

Own and Guide the Conversation
Take responsibility for the quality of your participation and the quality of the 
conversation by noticing what’s happening and actively support getting yourself 
and others back “on purpose” when needed.

“We live with the dysfunction of partisan behaviors 
and believe we must and can do better. We have 
faith in the good will , intelligence and power of 

citizens. It is time to rebuild respectful civil discourse 
while embracing our core shared values. Adversarial 

solutions will not create the solutions to the big 
challenges we face this century. We must learn to 

engage in collaborative problem solving - holding the 
tension of our differences while working together with 
respect and an open heart we can create solutions that 

are better than any group alone could devise .”
Joan Blades

Living Room Conversation Project
www.livingroomconversations.org

Designed to revitalize the art of conversation among people with diverse views 
and remind us all of the power and beauty of respectful discourse and trustworthy 
relationships, Living Room Conversations enable people to come together to 
engage in self-guided conversation about any chosen issue. These can occur in 
homes, community centers, within neighborhood associations ... anywhere!

LIVING ROOM CONVERSATIONS

Intended Outcomes of a Living Room Conversation
• To generate a compassionate spirit of mutual curiosity, respect and appreciation 

among those of differing political/issue perspectives.

• To bring forth the trust and courage to generously express and actively 
appreciate one another’s authentic revealing of heartfelt values, principles and 
sense of purpose.

• To listen generously and actively support the discovery of common interest 
and concern.

• To be open and curious about all perspectives and see what can be learned 
from listening to one another, rather than debating different “opinions” on any 
topic or issue.

• To inspire a sense of openness, willingness and even partnership for further 
connecting or cooperating in some way.

• To evoke a direct experience of an authentic, meaningful and rewarding 
conversation.

• To foster a sense of compassion, confidence, and willingness in participants to 
reach out to those they usually avoid.
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